
AI FOR GOOD Summer Camp



Day 2 Machine Learning
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Hands-on Activity 4
AI emotion detector
Census @School
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Webpage link
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https://bit.ly/iuaigood

https://bit.ly/iuaigood


ML4KIDS ID & PW
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● ml4kids_idpw.xlsx
● Teacher: keundol88@naver.com
● ID: aigood_1 / PW: but.farms

https://indiana-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/kwonkyu_iu_edu/EZlQgV6PgD5FkrW2TdbPYLABn9Wn0jBcw0LZ5CfPVsDhBQ?e=mdppay
mailto:keundol88@naver.com
mailto:keundol88@naver.com


https://scratch.mit.edu/
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https://scratch.mit.edu/


AI emotion detector (Making)
● Select “Costume Tab” and draw 3 emojis (happy, sad, and so so). 

Make sure to rename the sprite happy, sad, and so so. 
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AI emotion detector (Modeling)
● Select “Train” tab
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AI emotion detector (Modeling)
● Enter the keywords for each label
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AI emotion detector (Modeling)
● Select “Learn & Test” tab and train your AI model.
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AI emotion detector (Programming)
● Select the “Code” tab and create the codes. Make sure to use AI 

code blocks
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AI emotion detector (Programming)
● Select the “Code” tab and click the green flag. Enter your 

feelings with keywords and figure out whether AI model works.
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AI emotion detector (Programming)
● Issues

○ What did you do if the AI emotion detector not work well?
○ What should be considered when you make  AI emotion detector? 

(Think about ethical consideration)(e.g., Bias, Transparency, 
Inclusiveness etc.)
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Census @School: ML4Kids
● Machine learning for making predictions:

○ AI models make predictions on the behaviors or events, by analyzing the 
overall trends present in the input data they receive. (e.g., the AI model is 
being trained to recognize and predict poses based on the provided images)

○ Example: google map predicting the Bus Arrival Time:
■ Collecting data on the arrival times of buses at a particular bus stop 

over a certain period.
■ Analyzing factors such as traffic conditions, time of day, and historical 

bus schedules, within this period.
■ Using the collected data and analysis to predict the estimated arrival 

time of a bus at the bus stop in the upcoming period.



Census @School: ML4Kids
1. Data Collection
● Do a survey with your classmates. (*Recall the experience from the first day: 

the more data you provide to AI, the better they learn! So, try to ask in from as 
more classmates as you can!)

● Write some questions you could ask your classmates that could affect what 
future occupation they have in mind.

Outcome Predictor

Name A. Job B. Donate C. Superpower D. Subject E. Emotion



Census @School: ML4Kids



ML4KIDS ID & PW
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● ml4kids_idpw.xlsx
● Teacher: keundol88@gmail.com / PW: aibloomfield
● ID: aigood  / PW: avon-leaks

https://indiana-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/kwonkyu_iu_edu/EZlQgV6PgD5FkrW2TdbPYLABn9Wn0jBcw0LZ5CfPVsDhBQ?e=fNdAxx


Census @School: ML4Kids
2. Train your Model
● Click the project “census@school”
● Enter the data you collected from your classmates



Census @School: ML4Kids

3. Test Model with New Input 
● Test this training by getting the computer to predict some other 

people’s answers
○ Is the prediction accurate? Why do you think it’s accurate or not? 

What do you plan to do if you want to improve your model?
○ How do you call this type of machine learning? Supervised or 

unsupervised learning? 



Discussion
● Based on the two activities today, let’s think about the importance 

of data quality and data quantity:
○ What does data quantity and quality mean?
○ How will data quantity and quality influence your results? 

(How can poor quality data affect the application you made?)
○ How can you improve the data quantity and quality?
○ Do you think that collecting more data always leads to better 

decisions? Why or why not?
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Discussion
● Ethical issues to consider (e.g., bias, transparency, privacy etc) 

○ Bias
■ What should be done to avoid the bias of AI?

● Dark skin may make a difference
● “Coded Bias”

○ Social Good
■ How can AI improve the world? 

● Seeing AI: Making the visual world more accessible 
○ Privacy, Transparency

■ Who should take charge of the data collected from AI?
● CHINA using facial recognition in the education
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https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-33347866
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZl55PsfZJQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DybczED-GKE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JMLsHI8aV0g


Mini-project 1:
Improve School Environment with AI 
solution
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution

Topic: Use AI to Improve School Environment
A good school environment promotes learning, health, and growth for 
students. With the integration of AI, we can unlock innovative solutions 
that enhance various aspects of the school environment, from 
personalized learning support to efficient resource management!

Use “Project template” to document your ideas!
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution

- Example AI-based solutions for 
good school environment

● Academic Support: Developing an AI-
powered virtual tutor that can provide 
help through real-time feedback, 
personalized study guides,, to help 
students improve performance in 
different subjects.
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution
- Example AI-based solutions for 

good school environment

● Student Safety: Creating an AI 
safety system that uses cameras 
and sensors to monitor campus 
status and detect potential safety 
risks, such as unauthorized access, 
bullying incidents, or dangerous 
situations.
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution

- Possible aspects of “school environment” to improve:
• Study support 
• Student safety
• Emotional support
• Classroom environment
• Community connection
• Anti-bullying
• ……more to think……
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution

Group discussion: what aspect do you want to improve for a better school 
environment?

- Think about:
● What specific factor do you and your peers consider most very 

important for creating a healthy and supportive school environment?
● Are there any problems or issues that you have noticed in our 

school environment that you would like to address?
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution

Time to fill in your “ Project design template”!

- Step 1 - “Define the Scope”: Describe your general ideas about 
how to help improve the positive school environment.
● Which specific aspect are you going to improve for creating a 

good school environment?   
● What solution are you proposing in this aspect? 
● Why does your solution need the use of AI technology? 
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution
What outcomes do you expect from your AI-based solution?

- Think about…
● “Does it improve efficiency,   on ??? aspect?”
● “Does it support students’ learning experiences, in ??? way?”
● “Does it enhance the safety and security,  with ??? functions”
● “Does it…….”

What effects can your proposal bring to your school environment?? 
Use your language to describe the outcomes you like to see with the 

help of AI
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution

Time to fill in your “ Project design template”!

- Step 2a - “Generate Concepts”: Decide the expected outcomes of 
your AI-based solution. 

● Which part(s) of your solution specifically needs the use of 
AI? 

● What effects will AI bring to the aspect that you want to 
improve?
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution
- What is the purpose of using AI, based on your expected 

outcomes?

● To make prediction?

● To recognize & classify items?

● To optimize workflow?

● To automate tasks?

● To support decisions?
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution

- What types of AI you need, based on your expected outcomes?

● Image / text / audio / number / facial / gestures / emotion 
recognition
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution
- Example use of AI in other contexts
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution

Time to fill in your “ Project design template”!

- Step 2b - “Generate Concepts”: Identify the purpose and type of 
AI you need for this application
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MINI-Project: AI-based Solution
Example illustration
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● Mind Map
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